
CPD REQUEST 

Masonry Frame Systems would
like to deliver a CPD presentation
to your team via Zoom or Teams. 

Masonry Frame Systems (MFS) is a 
specialist masonry frame contractor,
based in Kent. Established in 2004 and
operating throughout London & the SE.

Norman Hinckes, MD & Founder of
Masonry Frame Systems will introduce
our PDfMA approach to MMC,
trademarked in 2020 as the MFS i-Form
Solution™.

200% quicker build times
100%  BIM compliance
Over 90% offsite manufacture
100% productivity
80% less labour
20% saving on overall build cost
COVID-Secure teams of two
Zero waste to landfill
Excellent fire & acoustic credentials
Class 2B Disp. Collapse solution
Pre-formed builders work holes
Recycled & natural core materials
Lower embodied carbon
Less dust on site
Highly relevant for medium - high rise

The CPD will demonstrate how the MFS 
i-Form Solution™ sustainably delivers:

Please email any advance questions to
norman@masonryframesystems.co.uk

mailto:norman@masonryframesystems.co.uk


MFS i-Form Solution™

P = PLATFORMS
A standardised & repeatable suite of
components and partners that deliver
cost savings, increased safety on site,
better quality and more sustainable
buildings.

D = DESIGN
Fully BIM compliant, our in house
structural engineers and design team
create bespoke buildings using the suite
of interchangeable components or
platforms.

M = MANUFACTURE
The offsite manufacture of standardised
components. Each element is precision
engineered and cut to size in factory
controlled conditions to complete a 'Kit
of Parts' or a 'Flat Packed' building. 

THE MFS MISSION
We believe that our industry has finally
reached the tipping point where
methods and mindsets need to change
to meet our societal needs. Our i-Form
Solution™ is a platform approach, using
digitally designed components, that can
be used to build lots of different building
types. These components are then
assembled on site to deliver bespoke
construction - quicker, cheaper, greener,
safer and most importantly, sustainably. 

www.masonryframesystems.co.uk

A = ASSEMBLY
The 'Kit of Parts' is delivered to site and
swiftly assembled by our teams of two,
operating remote controlled mini-cranes.
200% quicker and with zero waste to
landfill.

 

https://www.masonryframesystems.co.uk/

